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Abstract: Environmental protection and water quality preservation is an important task for each person in the world. In this paper, the importance of water quality is discussed, in addition, different waste water treatment processes are presented. Main objective of this paper is application of Simulink for dynamic modeling of biological treatment, especially concerning to the activated sludge processes (ASP). In connection with Simulink modeling different mathematical approach are presented and consider also during the simulation. Simulink modeling on Matlab is developed based on aerator tank model. Aerator model itself consists on movement of particles settled on bottom of the tank, by using air bubbling process. Several simulations are done for two different cases, dry weather and rain episode. Concerning to dry weather episode, equilibrium of biomass and organic matter is reached after long period (i.e., 200 days). While concerning to the rain episode there is a decrease of biomass and increase of organic matter, also it is noticed a significant growth of bacteria s. Finally this model could be improved by considering a slow increase of flow rate.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Water is one of the most important resources for human being, fauna and flora also, on the other hand preservation of the water quality is another challenge. In the past, construction and operation of sewer and sewage system has been driven by two main objectives: public hygiene and flooding prevention [1]. While last decades protection of environmental water has gained significant awareness from people, which is reflected also in different requirements and regulations [2], [3]. So, wastewater treatment is becoming more and more important especially in a highly populated area and industrialized world. Waste water contain significant amount of organic and inorganic matter. In terms of water quality, high attention should be given to the organic matter, especially to the nutrients (phosphorus, nitrogen) concentrations. High presence of nutrients in the water cause algae growth, oxygen depletion and other additional problems also. There are different treatment processes, among them we can pick out biological treatment process, which accomplish sewage treatment and is one of the most economical and efficient. In connection with biological treatment, the activated sludge process (ASP) is one of the most often applied biological wastewater precaution technique [4], [5], [6]. This paper deals with dynamic modeling of ASP by using Matlab tools Simulink. Activated sludge models (ASMs) are generally accepted and consider as mathematical description of biological processes in the ASP reactors [7], [8]. Since awareness of public for protection of the environment is increased, importance and usage of modeling and simulation is increased also.

Modeling itself has significant importance, it is consider as substantial part of design and operation stage of waste water treatment process. Often, models used in practice can be classified as: conceptual, physical, empirical and mathematical [9], [10]. Before designing a waste water treatment plant, first step is conceptualization of the problem, and then mathematical model can be used for developing, operation and optimization of the waste water treatment plant. Usage of models is very promising in developing of advance tools with simple interface in order to understand interaction of different processes dealing with waste water treatment processes. There are several modeling approach and simulation tools developed for different purpose: research, industrial etc. Almost all these models and tools are developed based one different mathematical approach [11].

2 MATERILAS AND METHODS

2.1 Materials

Concerning to the parameters, those are obtained from waste water treatment plant which is built near the Hilaire river (Fig 1), with quality index is “Blue” (very good quality, index>80) following the SEQ-Eau nomenclature which is effective in France since the beginning of year 2000.

Fig.1. Location of Hilaire River
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The discharge of waste water treatment plant in the natural environment must not disturb the ecological functions of the river. Indeed, this river has a good reputation for many activities such as fishing, recreational activities etc. The urban community takes a great advantage of this touristic attractiveness. The quality objective set by the project managers is a quality index > 60 (in regards of the SEQ-eau), which corresponds to a river declassification of one category, situation compatible with the downstream activities. We will now consider the dynamics of evolution of concentrations for a long period. All relevant parameters used in our Simulink modeling are shown in (Table 1).

### Table 1. Parameters used in Simulink modeling

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>O2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>mg/l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBO5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>mg/l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCO</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>mg/l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NH4+</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>mg/l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_total</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>mg/l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MES</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>mg/l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OMNA5</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>m3s-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QMNA2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>m3s-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>m.s-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>µmax</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S0</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>j-1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 2.2 Aerator tank model

A waste water treatment plant should be consider, also in mean time it should work as unit system where all processes and subprocesses are linked all together [12]. In aerator tank moving of settling materials is caused as result of air bubbling process which is a vigorous process, during this process entire reactor tank is assumed to be completely mixed [13]. The idea is to maintain suspended material in the wastewater by stirring or aeration. The suspended material contains bacteria, microorganisms, organic and inorganic particles. The organic material is used as the source of organic matter for the biomass (heterotrophic bacteria) and in that way, organic material is removed when biomass is produced. From the beginning, process was mainly used for removal of organic carbon substrates from the wastewater, which was easily obtained by rather simple methods. A schematic view of an activated sludge process is shown on (Fig 2).

![Fig. 2. Schematic representation of activated sludge process](image)

In the aeration tank model, we consider the temporal evolution of the organic matter concentration (S), the biomass concentration (X) and the recirculated biomass concentration (Xr). We assume an ideal flow in a complete mix-reactor, (i.e. the mixing is instantaneous). A second assumption is that input and output flow rates are equal, (i.e. the volume in the reactor is constant). The conceptual equation of the mass balance is:

\[
\frac{dX(t)}{dt} = \frac{Q}{V} X_0 - \frac{Q}{V} X + \mu X(t) - K_d X(t) \tag{1}
\]

**Biomass concentration.** For the biomass concentration (X), following the previous mass balance, we obtain:

\[
\mu(S(t)) = \frac{S(t)}{S(t) + K_s} \mu_{max} \tag{2}
\]

**Sludge concentration.** In this case, there is a loss of sludge by degradation but no generation. The loss depends on the concentration of biomass. The mass balance can be written as following:

\[
\frac{dS(t)}{dt} = \frac{Q}{V} S_0 - \frac{Q}{V} S(t) - \frac{\mu}{Y} X(t) \tag{3}
\]

Where:

- Y is the synthesis yield coefficient; it gives the ratio of the produced mass of bacteria cells with the consumed mass of organic matter,
- S0 is the concentration of organic matter at the entrance of the reactor,
- \( \frac{\mu}{Y} \) is a time, which measures the time lapsed by the liquid in the reactor. It is called the hydraulic detention time (\( \theta_H \)).

**Recirculated biomass concentration.** The mass balance of the recirculated biomass concentration (Xr) is the difference between the mass at the entrance and the mass at the output. If we only model the aerator (without settler), we have to include in this balance the loss of biomass with the part which is purged at the output of the settler, (Xp). The evolution of (Xr) can be written as following:

\[
\frac{dX_r(t)}{dt} = \frac{Q + Q_p}{V} X - \frac{Q_p + V}{V} X_r \tag{4}
\]

#### 2.3 Simulink modeling

To simulate the activated sludge process in a wastewater treatment plant, a dynamical model describing the process is needed. In this paper, the tool Simulink of Matlab software has been used to describe the activated sludge process [14], [15]. The main objective of the work is to calibrate a dynamic
model that realistically describes the activated sludge and sedimentation processes. The activated sludge process is described by developing a model on Simulink as shown on (Fig 2).

Fig. 1. ASP model developed with Simulink tool

In this model, considered parameters are:
- $r$ - the ratio of recirculated concentration of biomass,
- $\beta$ - the ratio of wasted concentration of biomass,
- $D = \frac{Q}{V} \frac{1}{\theta}$ - the dilution factor and
- $S_0$ - the initial concentration of organic matter. The four equations used in this model are the ones given above.

3 Results
Several simulation are performed for dry and rain episode, below are shown results for both cases. **Dry weather.** We have performed the computation for dry period and results obtained are shown graphically on (Fig 3). The model converges towards equilibrium states.

Equilibrium is reached after approximately 5000h, (i.e. 208 day). The concentration of organic matter ($S$), reaches a final value equal around 19 mg/L. The biomass concentration ($X$) becomes equal to 3300 mg/L. In this paper, we imposed that the organic matter concentration at the output of the WWTP was equal to 23mg/L. In this stationary model, we did not take into account a wasted liquid (with concentrations $X_p=\beta X$ and $S$). We notice that times to reach equilibrium are very long (200 day > 6 months!), we cannot explain it. Maybe we should take into account a mixing process in the aerator, which allows accelerating reactions. However, we have made the assumption of a complete mix-reactor and then reactions should be instantaneous. Another explanation could be that the evolution of concentrations is a kind of exponential. In a real plant, the equilibrium state is maybe not reach; however, final values of concentration should be very close to the equilibrium ones. **Rain episode.** We can play with this model and add a rain episode after a certain time. After 2000 steps of iteration (hours), we add a flow rate ($Q_r$) to the initial flow rate of wastewater ($Q_0$). If $Q=Q_r+Q_0$, the organic matter concentration entering in the station is equal to ($S_0$), the concentration of waste water, plus ($S_1$), the concentration bring by storm water. The concentration of organic matter becomes:

\[
S'_0 = \frac{S_0 Q_r + S_1 Q_r}{Q_r + Q_1}.
\] (5)

We use a quantity of flow about $Q_r=190.8$ m3/h, while we know that ($S_0$) has a mean value of 100mg/L for a unitary network, to summary the model is built as following:

- For interval <2000 h, $S_0 = 285$mg/L, $Q=252$ m3/h
- For interval ≥2000 h, $S_0=S_0$, and $Q=Q_r+Q_0$ with $Q_r=191$ m3/h and $S_r=100$mg/L.

Results obtained concerning to the rain episode are shown graphically on (Figure 4).

Fig. 2. Graphical representation of a) biomass and b) organic concentration evaluation during the time for dry period

After simulation is concluded that at t=2000h, the organic matter concentration suddenly increases. It continues to increases, while there is a continuous input, brought by storm water. The biomass concentration decreases because the flow rate is increased and then biomass is diluted. Because of the
increase of (S), bacteria population is growing; however, it is not enough to compensate the dilution process. This model could be improved, considering a slow increase of flow rate.

**CONCLUSIONS**

In this paper is discussed dynamic modeling of biological waste water treatment process. As aforementioned, a Simulink tool is used for performing several simulations in order to see how the reaction of organic matter, biomass and bacteria population is. During the dry weather is notice a significant increase especially concerning to biomass and organic matter also. In addition for dry weather equilibrium state is reached after long period (i.e.200 days). Probably if we take into account mixing process in the reactor equilibrium could be reached for short period. While concerning to the simulation that is performed for rain episode as it is mentioned above, there is noticed decrease of biomass and significant increase of organic matter. In addition bacteria population is increase, which leads to deficiency of dilution process. For future research model could be improved by considering a slow increase of flow rate and other parameters also.
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